
LOGO GUIDELINES



OUR MISSION

Enabling people to experience 
memories that will last a lifetime, 
by providing them a seamless, 
trustworthy and intelligent travel 
solution.

OUR VISION IS  
TO ADD VALUE TO 
PEOPLE’S LIVES 

THROUGH TRAVEL.
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THE LOGO

Clearspacing
To ensure clear reproduction and legibility  
of the logo, a clearspace zone has been set.

This zone is determined by the width  
of the ‘L’ for vertical and horizontal space. 

No objects should enter this zone.

Minimum size
To ensure clear reproduction and legibility of  
the logo, a minimum usage size has been set.

The minimum size is determined by the height of 
the logo which is measured from the top to the 
baseline of the word block. 

The minimum size for print is 5mm high.
The minimum size on-screen is 12px high.

Keep in mind
The complete logo must not be used below this 
size. For instances where branding is required at 
a smaller size, the T// symbol should be used.

VARIATIONS >

clearspacing

minimum size

print digital

5mm 12px
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THE LOGO

Variations
The TRAVLR Logo appears as a monochromatic 
logo, available in two colours:  
PMS 425 or White. 

The logo should not be reproduced in other 
colours, with the exception of black due to 
printing limitations. 

T// SYMBOL >

clearspacing

reverse
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T// SYMBOL

The T// Symbol is a contraction of the word 
TRAVLR wordmark, utilising the capital T and 
the slash device. 

The symbol can be used where legibility of 
the main logo is compromised due to size 
restrictions, e.g. device app icon, and  should be 
used secondary to the main logo.

Clearspacing
Clearspacing zone is determined by the width  
of one slashv, for vertical and horizontal space. 

No objects should enter this zone.

Minimum size
The minimum size is determined by the height 
of the symbol which is measured from the top to 
the bottom of the T. 

The minimum size for print is 6mm high.
The minimum size on-screen is 16px high.

PROHIBITED USE >

6mm 16px

minimum size

print digital
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THE LOGO

Prohibited use
Consistent depiction of the logo maximises 
recognition and emphasises the integrity and 
professionalism of our brand. As such the logo 
should never be mistreated or modified.

The logo always appears as solid, and should 
not be outlined.

COUNTRY SUB-BRAND VARIATIONS >

changes to colour modification of logo lock-up

distortion addition of elements

lack of contrast /  
disruptive backgrounds effects and treatments
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THE LOGO

Country sub-brand variations
The TRAVLR logo suite contains of several  
country logos. These logos should be used  
in lieu of the main logo when the collateral  
is location specific.

Clearspacing
The same clearspacing rules that apply to the 
main logo are to be adhered to for the country 
sub-brand logos.

This zone is determined by the width of the  
‘L’ for vertical and horizontal space. 

No objects should enter this zone.

Minimum size
The minimum size is determined by the height of 
the logo which is measured from the top of the 
symbol to the baseline of the word block. 

The minimum size for print is 6mm high.
The minimum size on-screen is 16px high.

CO-BRANDING >

6mm 16px

clearspacing

minimum size

print digital
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CO-BRANDING

In co-branding instances, consideration should 
be given to optically balance the scale of the 
logos to ensure equal visual weight.

The minimum recommended area of separation 
between two logos is double the width of the ‘L’ 
in the TRAVLR wordmark.  

COLOUR PALETTE >
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COLOUR PALETTE

The TRAVLR colour palette has been developed 
to reflect the tones featured in core brand 
imagery & social media posts, and is inspired by 
water, sky and sand. 

No harsh blacks or overly bright colours are 
used in order to compliment a Instagram 
aesthetic/image treatment.

Pantone 425 C should always be used in lieu of  
black to create a softer, more refined aesthetic.

COLOUR FORMATS IN USE >

 

3155 C
R 0 G 119 B 139
C 100 M 9 Y 29 K 47
#

628 C
R 184 G 221 B 255
C 20 M 0 Y 7 K 0
#

401 C
R 175 G 169 B 160
C 10 M 11 Y 17 K 27
#

WARM GRAY 1 C
R 215 G 210 B 203
C 3 M 6 Y 6 K 7
#

400 C
R 196 
G 191
B 182

C 6 M 7 
Y 13 K 16

#

549 C
R 107 G 164 B 184
C 58 M 8 Y 9 K 12
#6BA4B8

2975 C
R 153 G 214 B 234
C 34 M 0 Y 5 K 0
#99C6EA

290 C
R 185 G 217 B 235
C 23 M 0 Y 1 K 0
#B9CBEB

Pantone Colour Bridge

719 C
R 252
G 225
B 195

C 0 M 14 
Y 26 K 1

#

319 C
R 104 G 195 B 205
C 59 M 0 Y 22 K 0
#

425 C  R 56 G 64 B 68 C 48 M 29 Y 26 K 76   #54585A
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COLOUR FORMATS  
IN USE

Several methods are available to specify colour 
when developing collateral. Each method has a 
specific use dependent on the application.

Keep in mind 
Microsoft Office is not compatible with CMYK. 
When preparing material for print within a 
Microsoft Office application, use RGB values. 

CMYK
CMYK (Cyan Magenta Yellow Key) is also 
known as ‘four colour’ and refers to inks used in 
standard offset (lithographic) and digital printing. 
These values should be used for all printing 
except where spot colours are required in which 
case use Pantone values.

PANTONE®
The Pantone Matching System (PMS) is a globally 
recognised colour system used by professional 
printers and designers to ensure consistent 
reproduction of colour. Pantone should only be 
used for professional production requiring ‘spot’ 
colours.

RGB
RGB (Red Green Blue) is the colour mixing 
method used by digital screens and refers to 
the varying amounts of red, green and blue 
light within a colour. RGB should be used for 
on-screen applications as well as within the 
Microsoft Office suite.

HEXADECIMAL
Hexadecimal (Hex) colour is a six character 
code used to specify colour within computing 
applications. Hex values should only be used for 
web and HTML applications. #CCFF00

TYEPFACES: PRINT >
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TYPEFACES:  
BRAND & PRINT

The TRAVLR main typefaces have been carefully 
selected to be fresh, sophisticated and modern. 

They are Sackers Gothic Heavy, Gotham Medium 
and Gotham Light, and should be used for all 
member-facing and professionally produced 
documents. No other weight variations are 
required to produce TRAVLR collateral. 

Headers
Sackers Gothic Heavy
• ALL CAPS
• character tracking set to 40

Headers always appear in capitals, and tracked 
out by 40. They are used sparingly, to put 
emphasis on specific pieces of information  
(e.g. a top-line header or a pull quote)

Sub-headers
Gotham Medium

All sub-headers should be in sentence case and 
the same size as the body copy.

Body copy
Gotham Light

TYPEFACES: SYSTEM >

SACKERS GOTHIC HEAVY
1234567890!@#$%^&*()

Gotham Medium 
1234567890!@#$%^&*()

Gotham Light
1234567890!@#$%^&*()

headers

sub-headers

body copy
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TYPEFACES:  
SYSTEM

In some cases the primary typeface may not 
be available or usable for example formatting 
Word documents. In these instances the default 
system font, Arial should be used.

Headers
Arial Bold
• ALL CAPS
• character tracking set to 100

Headers always appear in capitals, and tracked 
out by 100. They are used sparingly, to put 
emphasis on specific pieces of information  
(e.g. a top-line header or a pull quote)

Sub-headers
Arial Bold

All sub-headers should be in sentence case  
and the same size as the body copy.

Body copy
Arial Light

TYPEFACES: WEB >

ARIAL BOLD
1234567890!@#$%^&*()

Arial Bold 
1234567890!@#$%^&*()

Arial Regular
1234567890!@#$%^&*()

headers

sub-headers

body copy
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TYPEFACES:  
WEB

Headers
Montserrat Regular
• ALL CAPS
• character tracking set to 100

Headers always appear in capitals, and tracked 
out by 100. They are used sparingly, to put 
emphasis on specific pieces of information  
(e.g. a top-line header or a pull quote)

Sub-headers
Montserrat Medium

All sub-headers should be in sentence case  
and the same size as the body copy.

Body copy 
Montserrat Light

Keep in mind  
Monserrat is a freely available for download 
from Google Fonts. 

https://fonts.google.com/specimen/Montserrat

MONTSERRAT REGULAR CAPS
1234567890!@#$%^&*( )

Montserrat Medium 
1234567890!@#$%^&*()

Montserrat Light
1234567890!@#$%^&*()

TYPEFACES: IOS >

headers

sub-headers

body copy
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TYPEFACES: IOS

Headers
Montserrat Regular
• ALL CAPS
• character tracking set to 100

Headers always appear in capitals, and tracked 
out by 100. They are used sparingly, to put 
emphasis on specific pieces of information  
(e.g. a top-line header or a pull quote)

Sub-headers
Montserrat Bold

All sub-headers should be in sentence case  
and the same size as the body copy.

Body copy
Montserrat Regular

TYPEFACES: ANDROID >

MONTSERRAT REGULAR CAPS
1234567890!@#$%^&*( )

Montserrat Bold 
1234567890!@#$%^&*()

Montserrat Regular
1234567890!@#$%^&*()

headers

sub-headers

body copy
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TYPOGRAPHIC PRINCIPLES >

TYPEFACES: ANDROID

Headers
Montserrat Regular
• ALL CAPS
• character tracking set to 100

Headers always appear in capitals, and tracked 
out by 100. They are used sparingly, to put 
emphasis on specific pieces of information  
(e.g. a top-line header or a pull quote)

Sub-headers
Montserrat Bold

All sub-headers should be in sentence case  
and the same size as the body copy.

Body copy
Montserrat Regular

MONTSERRAT REGULAR CAPS
1234567890!@#$%^&*( )

Montserrat Bold 
1234567890!@#$%^&*()

Montserrat Regular
1234567890!@#$%^&*()

headers

sub-headers

body copy
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GRAPHIC ELEMENTS >

TYPOGRAPHIC 
PRINCIPLES

Following some basic typographic 
principles when typesetting 
ensures information is displayed 
in both a legible and visually 

appealing manner.

Hierarchy
Clear headings give the eye 
obvious reference and resting 
points when scanning copy. 
Variation in scale also plays an 
important role within well typeset 
text allowing the eye to easily 
order the information presented.

Spacing
Consistent use of space – 
whitespace – is key to well set 
copy, creating a sense of rhythm 
and making it easier for the eye to 

follow.

Size
Body copy should generally be 
set at 9–11pt. There is quite often 
an urge to make body copy larger 
under the guise this makes it 
easier to read when in fact it has 
the opposite effect. The exception 
to this rule is material published 
specifically for the elderly or 

visually impaired.

Headings
As a guide the largest heading 
should be approximately three-
times the body copy size. Sub-
headings should then step down  

in size sequentially.

HEADINGS SHOULD CLEARLY  
STAND APART FROM TEXT

Introductory paragraphs can at a glance give a brief sense  
of the content within a section. 

Body copy should generally be set at 9–11pt. Aliquam suscipit turpis 
et urna condimentum, eu facilisis orci congue. Nullam condimentum, 
sem nec placerat blandit, erat diam mollis neque.

Ut eleifend lacus lectus at purus. Suspendisse ac iaculis mauris. 
Integer imperdiet sagittis leo, at tempus nibh tempor quis. Praesent 

malesuada arcu in magna vulputate, vulputate lectus fringilla.

Sub-headings separate sections

laoreet dictum felis. Nullam malesuada cursus odio vit laoreet. 
Quisque at odio cursus eros fringilla dapibus. Aenean vel nisi eget 
lorem viverra vulputate. Aliquam quis efficitur enim. Mauris feugiat 

cursus magna, ac malesuada est dictum in.

Ullam condimentum, semnec placerat blandit

Sed sit amet feugiat sem. Morbi egestas, dui sed finibus hendrerit, 
massa ex molestie quam, at sollicitudin nibh lacus non lacus. Sed elit 
elit, viverra sit amet leo quis, vehicula feugiat risus: 

•  vestibulum ac tortor

•  sed ex dictum imperdiet

•  at maximus arcu

•  nunc sit amet posuere nibh.
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GRAPHIC ELEMENTS

Colour overlays
Colour overlays are used layered over images to 
create depth and structure to a layout. Blending is 
set to ‘Overlay’ and the colour opacity is at 100%. 
Colours are selected from the lighter spectrum of 
the Travlr colour palette to maintain a bright and 
vibrant aesthetic that harmonises with the colours 
present in the accompanying imagery. 

Image treatment
Images should be be bright and inspirational, 
fitting in with the ‘Instagram’ filter aesthetic. 
Multiple images can be layered over each other, 
but care must be taken to ensure the colour 
palettes work harmoniously.

Image styles
There are two main image styles used for 
TRAVLR collateral:

• First person view: constructed in a way to 
make it feel like you’re there, enjoying the 
moment, usually featuring a person.

• Subject is an inspirational untouched 
landscape. A birds eye view is used to create 
a beautiful and intriguing image, as the 
colours and textures of the landscape are best 
showcased in this manner. 

Keep in mind  
When constructing a layout with multiple images 
and if using a person in the image, the remaining 
images should be location based to build context 
around their location – sell in the dream!

BLOCKS OF COLOUR 
CAN BE USED FOR PULL-
OUT QUOTES OR OTHER 
IMPORTANCE PIECES OF 
INFORMATION

GRAPHIC ELEMENTS >
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GRAPHIC ELEMENTS

Image styles
There are two main image styles used for 
TRAVLR collateral:

• Eye of the Beholder: constructed in a way  
to make it feel like you’re there, enjoying  
the moment, usually featuring a person.

• View from the Sky: the subject is an 
inspirational untouched landscape. A birds eye 
view is used to create a beautiful and intriguing 
image, as the colours and textures of the 
landscape are best showcased in this manner. 

Keep in mind  
When constructing a layout with multiple images 
and if using a person in the image, the remaining 
images should be location based to build context 
around their location – sell in the dream!

GRAPHIC ELEMENTS >

view from the sky

eye of the beholder eye of the beholder
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GRAPHIC ELEMENTS

// Device
The slash device is derived from the  
‘V’ in TRAVLR and is used as a supporting  
brand element of graphic device. 

It can be used for:

• Stitching together page elements,  
such as images or colour blocks.

• Be used as a brand element in instances 
where the TRAVLR logo may not  
be visbile

• Scaled up, spanning top to bottom  
of collateral  as a coloured overlay

Care must be taken not to overuse this graphic 
element – it should appear only once on a page, 
as a single page element to help strengthen the 
TRAVLR brand identity. INDONESIA
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